In the last 20 years, we are on a mission to save the time of our fellow engineers by making the best embedded tools. Design, production, and distribution of our time-saving embedded tools is the core business of Mikroe company.

We continue to grow and deliver great products to our customers in more than 130 countries.

WHO WE ARE?
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We continue to grow and deliver great products to our customers in more than 130 countries.

WHAT WE DO?

Mikroe has an entire ecosystem of tools designed especially for making fast progress while maintaining quality and staying competitive by reducing time to market.

We continue honoring the challenge we gave to ourselves – one product per day!

By following this daily task we have managed to develop more than 1900 products, and continuing.

Our most famous product line are the revolutionary add-on boards named Click boards™, and we have created over 1000 of them.

Whether you are an experienced engineer, student, beginner or enthusiast, you can find all the necessary tools for your project to stand out. Getting the results faster but with uncompromising quality is our number one priority.

KEY FACTS

- Founded in 2001
- Privately held company
- In-house production
- Owner and CEO: Nebojsa Matic
- Company Location: Belgrade

SALES & MARKETING

- 1900+ products SKU
- 50+ worldwide distributors
- Over 50000 customers worldwide
- New product every day

PEOPLE & INNOVATION

- 80+ employees
- 40+ people working in R&D
- 10 departments
- 10+ Mikroe brands and standards
- Patents

www.mikroe.com
MIKROE STANDARDS

Socket standard for peripheral boards
Socket standard for MCU add on boards

MIKROE PRODUCT LINES

DEVELOPMENT BOARDS
Click boards™
TFT BOARDS

STARTER BOARDS
MCU CARDS
PROG / DEBUG
SMART DISPLAYS

MIKROE SERVICES

Design service
Contract manufacturing
Technical Support

Strong worldwide sales network

50+ distributors

www.mikroe.com